The human eye is built from several specialized tissues which direct, capture, and pre-16 process information to provide vision. The gene expression of the different eye tissues has been 17 extensively profiled with RNA-seq across numerous studies. Large consortium projects have also 18 used RNA-seq to study gene expression patterning across many different human tissues, minus 19 the eye. There has not been an integrated study of expression patterns from multiple eye tissues 20 compared to other human body tissues. We have collated all publicly available healthy human 21 eye RNA-seq datasets as well as dozens of other tissues. We use this fully integrated dataset to 22 probe the biological processes and pan expression relationships between the cornea, retina, RPE-23 choroid complex, and the rest of the human tissues with differential expression, clustering, and 24 GO term enrichment tools. We also leverage our large collection of retina and RPE-choroid 25 tissues to build the first human weighted gene correlation networks and use them to highlight 26 known biological pathways and eye gene disease enrichment. We also have integrated publicly 27 available single cell RNA-seq data from mouse retina into our framework for validation and 28 discovery. Finally, we make all these data, analyses, and visualizations available via a powerful 29
nearly 20,000 genes across 177 human eye tissue RNA-seq sets and 853 GTEx tissue RNA-seq 77 sets, the two gene networks, and the 10,000 plus cells of the mouse retina single cell dataset 78 (https://eyeIntegration/nei.nih.gov/). 79 A multi-stage process was then used on the full data set to remove outlier samples (either 126 because of overall low gene expression levels or from clustering with the incorrect tissue group). 127 Genes with zero to extremely low expression across the entire data-set were removed. While we 128
found several mislabeled GTEx samples, this has been noticed before (21) . Samples with a 129 median TPM value < 50 were removed as these were outliers in terms of overall gene expression 130 coverage. This step alone removed all of the lens samples, 20 RPE, 15 retina, and 16 ESC 131 samples (Supplementary Materials, Table S1 , S2 and Figure S2 ). To alleviate potential batch 132 effects between the samples from different studies, the TPM values were quantile normalized 133 within tissues and globally simultaneously with the qsmooth algorithm (22) ( Supplementary  134 Materials, Figure S7 ). 135 Finally, the remaining samples were dimensionality reduced with t-SNE, then clustered 136 with DBSCAN. The performance of t-SNE is sensitive to the perplexity parameter, which 137 weighs local versus global relationships. We found for our study that perplexities ranging from 138 30-50 performed the most reliably (data not shown). For the all-sample t-SNE we used a 139 perplexity of 45. For the eye-only sample t-SNE, we used a perplexity of 35. The t-SNE 140 coordinates were clustered by DBSCAN with the eps parameter set to 1.3. The cluster 141 assignments from DBSCAN were then aggregated to the tissue and origin level, to identify small 142 numbers of samples that clustered with other tissues; these are likely sample swaps. These 143 outliers were removed. The script for this process is 'outlier_identification.Rmd.' 144 145
Differential gene expression analysis with pair-wise testing 146 147
A synthetic pan-human gene expression set was created by randomly sampling 8 tissues 148 from each of the 22 GTEx tissue samples. This was used with the nine different eye tissue-origin 149 sample sets and the ESC set, totaling 11 different groups. All 55 pair-wise tests (11 choose 2 150 equals 55) were done with the limma package with voom library size normalization, using the 151 quantile-normalized TPM values as the input (23, 24). The script 'differential_expression.Rmd' 152 contains the code for these steps. 153 154 GO, HPO, and STRING enrichment 155 156
For GO enrichment, the biomaRt package was used, in R, to get the entrez IDs from the 157 'dec2016' 'hsapiens_gene_ensembl' mart. The GOstats package, in R, was used to calculate GO 158 enrichment by the hypergeometric test, only keeping over-enriched terms. The background gene 159 list across the different tests was defined as all genes in the original TPM expression matrix. The 160 function for this analysis is provided as 'GO_enrichment.R.' 161
For HPO enrichment, no working R package was available. To identify modules that 162 mapped to a higher than expected number of HPO terms we used bootstrapping, comparing the 163 number of HPO terms mapped to a module (proportional to its size) against a bootstrap 164 distribution of the same metric. To analyze overabundance of HPO terms in a module we used 165 hypergeometric testing, comparing the number of HPO terms in a module against the 166 background of all genes and their associated HPO terms. The 167 'ALL_SOURCES_FREQUENT_FEATURES_genes_to_phenotype.txt' file from 'Build #124' 168 was downloaded on April 4 th , 2017 from 169 http://compbio.charite.de/jenkins/job/hpo.annotations.monthly/lastStableBuild/ . This file links 170 gene names to HPO terms. The script that did the hypergeometric testing is provided as 171 'HPO_enrichment_function.R.' 172 STRING enrichment p-values were computed with the STRINGdb R package. We placed 173 all genes in each module, up to 400 (the max input possible for STRINGdb). For modules with 174 more than 400 genes (7 retina modules and 10 RPE modules), we used the 400 genes in the 175 module with the highest kWithin connectivity. The script for this is 'stringDB.R.' 176 177
Tissue-level gene block analysis with KMeans clustering and gene ontology enrichment 178 179
The differential gene expression patterns across the 55 pair-wise tests were grouped into 180 twenty clusters, each holding groups of genes with shared expression patterns. The grouping was 181 done with the k-means algorithm, in R, with 10,000 iterations and the 'MacQueen' algorithm. 182
The cluster assignments for each gene was joined with the eye-tissue TPM values for the gene. 183
The TPM values were averaged for each eye tissue, then the overall gene expression in each 184 cluster was averaged. The TPM values, averaged by tissue, then cluster, were plotted in a 185
heatmap. The code for this analysis is in 'kmeans_de_cluster_heatmap.Rmd' and the cluster 186 assignments for each gene are available as 'DE_Kmeans_cluster_Gene_Lists.zip'. 187 188
Gene network construction with WGCNA 189 190
Weighted co-expression networks were constructed separately on both retina and RPE 191 samples using the Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) framework with 192 the corresponding WGCNA R package. TPM expression matrices were used for the construction 193 of both networks. Genes with consistently low levels of expression (less than 30 TPM in at least 194 5% of samples for the retina network, less than 40 TPM in at least 5% of samples for the RPE 195 network) were removed prior to network construction. We found that less stringent cut-offs for 196 low expression resulted in poor clustering of these genes (data not shown).
197
Average-linkage hierarchical clustering and t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding 198 (t-SNE) were used to assess batch issues stemming from sample origin and study source, using 199 the WGCNA and Rtsne R packages, respectively. Following the observation of batch effects, the 200
ComBat R package was used to correct for batch issues stemming from an interaction variable 201 between sample origin and study source. Following batch correction, a l o g ଶ -transformation was 202 applied to each expression matrix. the following transformation was applied to each expression 203 matrix: 204
WGCNA identifies co-expression patterns using a weighted correlation matrix. The un-205 weighted correlation matrix is raised to a soft-thresholding power (ߚ) in order to satisfy the 206 scale-free law (25 Similarities in module compositions between the retina and RPE networks were assessed. 229
This was performed through pair-wise cross-network comparison of retina and RPE modules in 230
terms of the genes that were assigned to each pair of modules, as well as the GO terms that were 231 associated with the modules being compared. For each cross-network module comparison, the 232 number of overlapping genes was calculated and subjected to a hypergeometric test to assess 233 significance. This process was repeated with examining overlap in GO terms between modules. 234
In both analyses, p-values were adjusted using the FDR correction method. 235 236
Processing of Macosko et al. single cell RNA-seq dataset 237 238
The counts from study GSE63472 were downloaded as file 239
GSE63472_P14Retina_merged_digital_expression.txt.gz and processed with Seurat (2.3) (26). 240
The full script is made available as process_macosko.R. Outlier cells were filtered out by 241 removing ones which had more than 6000 or fewer than 900 genes expressed. This reduced the 242 number of cells from 44,098 to 10,831 cells. The expression values were normalized with 243 'LogNormalize' and scaled against mitochondrial percentage and nUMI with the negative-244 binomial regression. t-SNE dimensionality reduction was done to visualize the expression data. 245
The Table S2 ). 17 of these genes were randomly selected 265 and we also added SLC13A3 and GDF11 as these genes were common RPE network partners of 266 the short list. Best1, MITF-Pan, MITF-M, and MITF-A were included as positives controls. 267
To calculate the hypergeometic p value, we counted the number of genes which were 268 abs(0. Table S3 ).
293
Web app, other tools, and source code 294 295
The fastq file transfer and salmon quantification were run in the bash environment. The 296 salmon-based RNA-seq quantification used the computational resources of the NIH HPC 297
Biowulf cluster (http://hpc.nih.gov). 298
All other statistical analyses and visualization was done in the R environment (see 299 'session_info_R.txt' for packages used and versions). The heatmaps were made with the 300 superheat package. All other figures were made with ggplot2. 301
The interactive web application was built with the R Shiny framework and hosted on a R 302 Shiny Server (https://shiny.rstudio.com) installation at NEI. ggiraph was used to turn ggplot 303
images into interactive images. The visNetwork R package was used to visualize the network 304 modules. For the purpose of limiting the number of edges to a number that would be tractable for 305
interactive visualization, the network edges were filtered so that each node would have its ݇ -306 nearest within-module genes (݇-strongest edges to genes in the same module) remain in the 307 network, for a range of ݇ values. 308
The source code and links to the data for the web application is available at 309 https://gitlab.com/davemcg/Human_eyeIntegration_App. The scripts mentioned in the methods 310 underlying the data processing and analysis for this paper are available as supplemental file 311 scripts.zip and the data used in the scripts is available at Zenodo (10.5281/zenodo.569870). 312 313
Results

315
Hundreds of individual human eye tissue RNA-seq datasets publicly available across twenty-one 316 research studies 317 318
To identify all publicly available human eye tissue RNA-seq datasets, the Sequence Read 319
Archive (SRA) was queried on January 19 th 2017 with the R package SRAdb for human 320 transcriptomic studies with the keywords 'RPE', 'macula', 'fovea', 'retina', 'choroid', 'sclera', 321
'iris', 'lens', 'cornea', and 'eye' across numerous fields in the SRA (30 The raw sequence data was obtained from the SRA or European Nucleotide Archive 335 (ENA) and the transcript counts were quantified with the Salmon pseudo-alignment transcript 336 quantification (17). To improve reliability of quantification, the transcript level counts were 337 merged to the gene level (20). We then applied quantile normalization of the TPM (transcripts 338 per million) values on a per-tissue basis with the qsmooth tool to reduce variability between 339 different studies (22). Outliers with extremely low median gene counts and individual samples 340 that clustered very far apart from similar samples were removed, leaving 171 eye samples (Fig.  341 1A, Supplementary Material, Tables S4 and S5 ). Voom normalization was then applied to adjust 342 for different library sequencing depths (23). See methods for further details. 343
This efficient bioinformatic process also enabled us to bring in 878 samples from the 344
GTEx project to compare to our eye meta-set (9). We selected, when possible, 10 male and 10 345 female non-gender specific tissues from the GTEx, ending up with 22 tissues, including blood, 346 brain, heart, kidney, liver, lung, and thyroid (Supplementary Material, Tables S1 and S5). All 347 raw data from the collated eye tissues or GTEx were processed identically with the above 348 workflow. After outlier removal, using the same workflow as the eye tissue set above, Our first question was whether the collated eye tissues, which potentially have significant 355 batch effects from merging data from disparate sources, would group together using 356 dimensionality reduction approaches. We used the Barnes-Hut implementation of the t-357
Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE), which has been shown to work well in 358 single-cell RNA-seq study analyses as well as the GTEx study set, to visualize relationships in 359 two dimensions between the processed eye tissues ( Fig. 2A) The fetal and adult cornea samples, grouped closely together, but still clustered independently 366 ( Fig. 2A , clusters 8 and 9). Human embryonic stem cells (ESC), included because they are used 367
across several studies to differentiate into different eye tissues, clustered together, generally 368
closer to the cell-line derived samples ( Fig. 2A To explore the relationship of eye tissues to other tissues in the human body, we 391 leveraged the GTEx data we reprocessed to create a pan-human two-dimensional tissue 392 relationship map with t-SNE ( Fig. 2B ). DBSCAN was then used, as before, to identify clusters. 393 'Tissue' labels from GTEx metadata in the SRA were used with one exception; fibroblasts are 394 labelled separately from 'Skin' as they consistently group independently of skin-punch tissues. 395
From the t-SNE visualization (Fig. 2B) we observe most human tissues group close to each 396 other, with the exception of brain. The eye tissues, except retina, group closer to the non-brain 397 human tissues. While the cell-line versus tissue derived eye tissue distinctions are maintained 398 with the pan-human set, the eye-tissues are generally more related to each other than non-eye 399 tissues. 400
The t-SNE 1 and 2 dimension coordinates generated by t-SNE are sensitive to the parameter 401 perplexity, which controls the weighing of local to global relationships (49). Figures 2A and 2B  402 used perplexities of 35 and 45, respectively. To more consistently demonstrate the pair-wise 403 relationships between the tissues, the t-SNE dimensions were iteratively generated with 404
perplexities from 35 to 50. Then means were taken, grouped by sample. The individual samples 405 were then grouped by labelled tissue type and the t-SNE coordinates were again averaged. 406
Hierarchical clustering by Euclidean distance was done to group the tissues and a heatmap was 407 generated (Fig. 2C ) which displays the most closely related tissues. Because the hierarchical 408 distances between cell-line derived eye tissues were inconsistent, they were removed from this 409 analysis. We see that retina and brain tissues are individual outliers. We also see that the pituitary 410 is grouped near RPE tissue and that fibroblasts group closely with the cornea (as denoted by the 411 height of the dendrogram). 412 413
Differential expression analysis identifies large sets of genes distinguishing separating eye 414 tissues 415 416
The eye tissue set collected can be separated on two major axes: tissue type (cornea, 417
retina, or RPE) and origin (immortalized cell line, stem cell line, fetal tissue, adult tissue). 418
Labelling each set of tissues by these two criteria gives us ten sets of eye tissues (Fig. 1B) . To 419 compare expression against non-eye tissue, we created a synthetic human 'body' expression set, 420
by evenly combining the 22 GTEx tissues. The total number of body samples was matched to the 421 total number of eye tissues we have by taking a random set of 8 tissues from each human body 422 tissue category (e.g. Brain, Pituitary). There are 55 two-way combinations possible among the 11 423 sets. 424
To calculate differential expression, we modeled expression with the limma linear fit 425 function with voom to correct for library size differences. The limma empirical Bayes function 426 was used to identify statistically significant differentially expressed genes (23, 24). To look for 427
global changes between the eye tissues and the body, we will first compare all of the eye tissue 428 groups individually against the synthetic body (Table 1) . A second synthetic body set was 429 created by sampling the un-used GTEx tissues from the first synthetic body set and we found 430 very similar differential expression values (data not shown). 431
The differentially expressed genes identified for each test (Table 1 ) was filtered to retain 432 only genes with log fold change (logFC) < -2 or > 2 relative to the baseline tissue and with a 433 false discovery rate (FDR) corrected p-value less than 0.01. A logFC of more than two means 434 that the detected transcript level is more than four times as much (or one quarter as much) 435 compared to the body tissue. 436 437
Biological term enrichment identifies eye-specific gene expression biology relating to visual 438 function and body-specific gene expression relating to immunity and cell adhesion 439 440
As we have hundreds to thousands of genes meeting these stringent differential 441 expression criteria across the ten comparisons we did Gene Ontology (GO) biological process 442 term enrichment to identify systems-level patterns. We did the GO term enrichment 443 independently on the over-and under-expressed gene sets, relative to the synthetic body set; 20 444 tests were performed. Overall, we found 2796 unique GO term IDs across the tests with an FDR 445 corrected p value under 0.01 (Supplementary Materials, Table S6 ). 446 We took the top forty GO term IDs from the over and under-expressed tests (ranked by p 447 value) and plotted them in a heatmap to identify shared GO terms among the different 448 comparisons and to find overall trends in eye tissues gene expression relative to the synthetic 449 body gene expression set ( Figure 3 ). Clustering was done on both rows and columns to group 450 together shared patterns. Like the t-SNE based clustering, the retina is an outlier for GO term 451 enrichment. The GO terms in the first 20 rows (Fig. 3, Block 1) is driven by genes that are more 452 highly expressed in the retina relative to other tissues. These over-expressed genes are highly 453 enriched in GO terms relative to visual perception, light stimulus, synaptic signaling, and 454 neurogenesis. 455
The next group (Fig. 3 , Block 2) of enriched GO terms most strongly defines the ESC, 456
the cornea, and RPE immortalized cell lines and to a lesser extent, fetal cornea and stem cell 457 retina tissue. These GO terms relate to cell cycle and division as well as DNA packaging and 458 conformation. The last block (Fig 3., Block 3) is a set of GO IDs related to the body gene 459 expression being higher than most of the eye tissues. This large block has GO terms involving 460 migration, organismal process, adhesion, immune process, and stimulus. The full set of 461 significantly (p < 0.01) enriched GO terms (2796) is available in Supplementary Materials Table  462 S6. 463 464
Within eye tissue differential expression comparisons identify cornea, retina, RPE, and 465 RPE/choroid gene sets 466 467
To more directly identify sets of genes enriched in particular eye tissue(s) relative to the 468 other eye tissues, we compared all eye tissue differential expression pair-wise against each other 469 and the synthetic body set (55 tests). To identify common gene sets, we used k-means clustering 470
to group all genes into twenty groups; each group has a different overall gene expression pattern. 471 We then plotted the relative gene expression for each eye tissue across the twenty k-means 472 groups (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1 ). This produces a heatmap which identifies sets of 473 genes that are more highly (or lowly) expressed in particular eye tissue(s) relative to the other 474 eye tissues. We use this heatmap to identify genes defining the cornea, retina, RPE, and adult 475 RPE/choroid and did GO term enrichment on these clusters (Table 2 , Supplementary Table S7 ). 476
The gene lists for each of the 20 groups are available in Supplementary File S1). 477 478
The cornea is enriched for genes involved in the extracellular matrix and collagen relative to the 479 other eye tissues 480 481
In the GO heatmap (Fig. 3 ) the cornea tissues (immortalized cell line, fetal, adult) lack a 482 highly distinguishing set of GO terms from the other eye tissues. However, there is a cluster 483 (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1 , cluster 3), with enriched fetal and adult cornea expression 484 compared to the other tissues. This cluster contains 157 genes and top GO terms enriched for this 485 set relate to extracellular matrix organization, collagen metabolism, and developmental processes 486 (Table 2 , Supplementary Table S7 ). 487 488
Adult retina and, to a lesser extent, retina stem cells enriched in visual function genes 489 490
Compared to the synthetic body set, the adult retina has many GO terms relating to visual 491 function ( Fig. 3, Block 1) . This same GO enrichment is seen even when comparing adult retina 492 against the other eye tissues, focusing on cluster 8 (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1 , Table  493 2). This cluster is very highly expressed in adult retina and somewhat highly expressed in stem 494 cell derived retina, relative to the other eye tissues. 495 496
RPE, excluding hTERT RPE, is highly enriched in genes relating to pigmentation and visual 497
perception, 498 499
Like cornea, the non-immortalized RPE tissues do not have a distinct block of GO terms 500 (Fig. 3) . In the k-means heatmap (Supplementary Materials, Figure S1 ) we see that cluster 14 is 501 more highly expressed in stem cell RPE, fetal RPE, and adult RPE/choroid. The hTERT 502
immortalized cell line RPE is not highly expressed for this gene set. The 92 genes in this cluster 503 are enriched in GO terms for visual perception, melanin processing, and vitamin A metabolism 504 (Table 2) . 505 506
Compared to other eye tissues, adult RPE/choroid is enriched for genes involved in immune 507
function and adhesion 508 509
The cluster with genes highly expressed in adult RPE/choroid compared to the other eye 510 tissues (number 10), has 229 genes. As this cluster is not highly expressed in the other RPE 511 tissues, this cluster may define the choroid. These genes are strongly enriched in immune 512 function and adhesion (Table 2) . 513 514
hTERT RPE immortalized cell line has substantial gene expression differences relative to RPE 515 derived from ESCs 516 517
As we had seen that the hTERT RPE clusters apart from the other RPE tissues, and there 518 is a benefit to examining the differences between an immortalized RPE cell line model versus a 519 differentiated RPE cell line model, we looked directly at differences in expression between 520
hTERT RPE and stem cell derived RPE. We identified what genes and GO terms make these two 521 cell lines different. There are over 1323 genes with a more than four-fold expression difference 522 between RPE derived from human ESCs and the ATCC hTERT RPE immortalized cell line and 523 1572 with four-fold lower expression (Supplementary Materials, Table S8 ). and clustered with t-SNE ( Supplementary Materials, Figure S2 ). The gene expression was 538 grouped by the eleven major cell types identified by Macosko et al. and the expression was split 539
into deciles of expression, with 10 being genes in the top 10% of expression for the cell type. 540
This 179, 112 row data table is made available on eyeintegration.nei.nih.gov (Data Table ->  541 Mouse Retina Single Cell RNA-seq Data). 542
This expression set was combined with the list of genes expressed highly in retina (adult) 543 relative to the synthetic body set and this list was further subdivided by whether the gene was 544 highly expressed in any specific retina cell type. Of the 11,660 genes with > 1 fold change in the 545 adult retina tissue over the synthetic set 1,913 were expressed in the top decile in one of the 11 546 retina sub-types. We ran a bootstrap test 10,000 times to calculate which of the 11 cell types 547 were enriched in the 11,660 gene set, relative to a random set of genes of the same size. We 548 found that amacrine, bipolar, cones, rods, horizontal, Müller glia, and retinal ganglion cells were 549 enriched (p < 0.05). 550
To leverage this more specific gene list to identify functional modules we took the genes 551 in the top decile expression for each cell type and ran GO enrichment (Supplementary Materials, 552 Figure SX3 ). GO Figure S4 ). 564 565
Highly connected genes in retina and RPE gene networks recapitulate known eye biology 566 567
To this point, we have used the full gene expression set to independently cluster samples 568 by tissue type and origin. We then used differential expression between the eye tissues and the 569 synthetic body set to highlight differences in GO terms. We delved further by clustering the 570 differential expression patterns between the eye tissues to find how each eye tissue is different 571 from the other. We can go even further, by examining the relationships of the genes to each 572 other, within a tissue, by using gene correlation networks. These networks use correlated 573 fluctuations of all-by-all pairwise gene expression similarities to build networks of gene-to-gene 574 relationships. 575
As we had collected a substantial amount of retina and RPE samples, we were able to 576 build weighted gene correlation networks with the Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network 577
Analysis (WGCNA) R tool (25). We also attempted to build a cornea network, but the network 578 construction failed due to failure to both differentiate the genes cleanly into defined modules and 579 achieve appropriate network topology within a reasonable parameter space; more cornea samples 580 are needed ( Supplementary Materials, Figure S5 ). The gene expression TPM values, with the full 581 set of corrections described earlier for the differential expression analyses, were used as inputs. 582
All retina and all RPE tissues that passed quality control steps were used to build independent 583 retina and RPE networks. The parameters used in the WGCNA network construction are 584 enumerated in the methods. 585
There are 11,101 and 10,843 genes in the retina and RPE networks, respectively. 9621 of 586 the genes are shared between the retina and RPE network. The kWithin metric from WGCNA 587 measures the intramodular connectivity. Genes with higher connectivity are, theoretically, more 588 likely to be important in gene regulation as perturbations in them will affect the system more 589 than less connected genes. 590
To get a sense of what the biology was of the most connected genes in the retina network, 591
we took the 1017 genes with a kWithin greater than 20 and did GO enrichment (Supplementary  592 Materials, Table S9 ), finding the top five GO terms all relate to visual perception. We did the 593 same with the RPE network, using the 566 genes with a kWithin greater than 20. The top five 594 GO terms in this RPE network connected list were related to endoplasmic reticulum function 595 (Supplementary Materials, Table S10 ). The most similar modules, calculated by doing 596 hypergeometric testing of GO terms and gene names, between the retina and RPE networks are 597 the light cyan retina module and the pink RPE module. Both of these modules, by GO term 598 enrichment, are involved in protein targeting to the ER (Supplementary Materials, Figure S6 ). 599 600
Retina network module highly enriched in genes implicated in eye disease and crucial for visual 601 function 602 603
A key advantage of WGCNA networks over correlation networks is that genes can be 604 partitioned into modules, presumably with shared biological function within each individual 605 module. The retina network has 27 modules, with 64 to 1922 genes in each module. The RPE 606 network has 23 modules, with 90 to 1458 genes in each module (Supplementary Materials, 607 Figure S7 ). To determine whether the modules were enriched for known gene to gene 608 interactions, we loaded each network module gene list into STRING and calculated whether 609 there were more interactions than expected. For 23/27 retina modules and 20/23 RPE modules, 610 the STRING p value for interaction enrichment was < 0.01 (Supplementary Materials, Table  611 S10). We also ran GO term enrichment for each module within each network (Supplementary 612
Materials, Table S14 and S17). While many modules have highly significant GO term 613 enrichment, only the 'green' module is highly enriched for visual perception terms. Pinelli et al. 614 built an unweighted retina gene correlation network and identified 14 candidate photoreceptor 615 genes based upon their network (16). All 14 are in our retina network and 9 of the 14 are in our 616 green visual function module (p < 2.8 x 10 -10 ) (Supplementary Materials, Table S12 ). 617
There are 617 genes within the green retina module and 178 of these have a kWithin 618 greater than 20. Many of the top connected genes have known visual function or are implicated 619 in retinal diseases. To demonstrate the strong enrichment of known eye function genes in this 620 module we divided the genes in the green module into four categories: known to play a role in 621 eye disease, having GO terms relating to visual function, both, or neither ( Fig. 5, Supplementary  622 Materials, Table S13 ). From RetNet (http://www.sph.uth.tmc.edu/RetNet/) we have a list of 331 623 genes that have been implicated in retinal diseases (5). There are 178 genes with kWithin > 20 in 624 the green module; 14 of those genes are also in RetNet, 17 have a vision GO term, 31 have both, 625 and the remaining 116 genes are neither in RetNet nor have a vision-related GO term. 626
The human phenotype ontology (HPO) project is conceptually similar to gene ontology, 627 except that they map abnormal human phenotype terms onto a graph and match them to genes 628 (50). This provides a way to identify enrichment of abnormal human phenotypes. As there is no 629 functioning package in R to systematically calculate HPO enrichment, we did bootstrapping and 630 hypergeometric testing (see methods), looking for enrichment overall at the module level and for 631
individual HPO terms within each module, respectively. The green module is highly enriched for 632
HPO terms relating to eye disease, with terms like nyctalopia, abnormal electroretinogram, 633 light cyan, light green, red, turquoise). One module (yellow) relates to catabolism, one to 680 immune function (tan), one to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (pink), and two the mitochondria 681 (dark green, dark yellow) (Supplementary Materials, Table S16 ). Among the top HPO terms 682 across the RPE modules are ones relating to anemia (pink), optic disc pallor (green), and 683 respiration (dark green). Overall, the green, midnightblue, turquoise, lightyellow, magenta, and 684 brown RPE modules are enriched for HPO terms (Supplementary Materials, Figure S9 ). 685 686
Single-cell RNA-seq confirms many network modules represent specific retina cell types 687 688
Because the GO terms are distinct between the different WGCNA modules some of them 689
should be enriched in genes distinguishing different types of retinal cells. We took the Macosko 690 et at retina single cell sequencing data and looked at the expression profile for each labelled cell 691 type grouped by retina network module color (Supplementary Materials, Figure S10 ). We see 692 that many modules have very similar expression profiles across the twelve retina cell types (see 693 black, blue, brown, darkgreen). 694
However, we also see that several modules have strongly divergent expression patterns 695 between different cell types ( Figure 5a ). For example, the green module is enriched in genes with 696 strong expression in rods, cones, and bipolar cells. The greenyellow and salmon modules have 697 genes with high expression in retinal ganglion cells. The darkorange and tan modules are 698 enriched for genes expressed highly in Müller glia and astrocytes. 699 700
Retina and RPE networks in retinal diseases and AMD 701 702
Higher connected genes are theoretically more important in the function of the retina and 703 RPE. From RetNet we have a list of 331 genes that are associated with retinal diseases (though 704 some unknown proportion affect the retina via the RPE). From a recent large AMD GWAS 705 study, there is a list of 33 loci strongly associated with AMD, and thus likely related to RPE or 706 choroid dysfunction (8). To see whether these retina or RPE gene lists have higher connectivity 707
relative to the other genes in the networks we used density plots of the kWithin value to see 708
whether we see any left-ward (less connectivity) or right-ward (more connectivity) shifts in our 709 gene list kWithin connectivity. 710 We see that the RetNet gene list has a higher connectivity than non-RetNet genes in the 711 retina module; this right-ward shift is highly significant (p = 3.26 x 10 -8 ). The connectivity of the 712
RetNet gene list in the RPE network is significantly different than the non-RetNet genes (p = 713 0.28). 53 RetNet genes are in the green retina module, which is a 4.1 fold enrichment over 714 chance. The darkgrey module has a similar enrichment in RetNet genes with 10, which is a 3.8 715 fold enrichment over chance. 716
The 33 genes associated with AMD have a higher connectivity the remaining genes in the 717 RPE network; this right-ward shift is also significant (p = 0.049). Like the RetNet retinal disease 718 gene list in the RPE network, the 33 AMD genes are not significantly more connected than the 719 other genes in the retina network (p = 0.49) (Supplementary Materials, Figure S12 ). 720 721
Discussion
723
We collected all publicly available human eye RNA-seq datasets creating the largest pan-724 eye collection to date, and carefully performed a lengthy series of normalization and quality 725 control procedures to robustly quantify gene expression within three major eye tissues and 726
between the eye and other human tissues. Gene expression data can be used to accurately cluster 727 samples by tissue and origin. We used differential gene expression analysis with GO term 728 enrichment to identify biological processes that best distinguish the eye tissues both from each 729 other and from a synthetic human expression set. We then leveraged the large sets of retina and 730 RPE tissues to build the first human weighted gene correlation networks for retina and RPE, 731
confirming with single cell RNA-seq data that several of the retina modules have cell-type 732 specific expression. We demonstrated the power of the networks to highlight genes known to be 733 crucial in eye biology. Finally, we make the data and analyses available in a powerful web 734 application (https://eyeIntegration.nei.nih.gov). 735
The structures of the eye are epithelial, neuroepithelial, and neural crest in origin. We 736
were expecting some of the eye tissues to cluster closely with the skin, but instead we found that 737 the retina was a very unique tissue, that transformed fibroblasts most closely matched the cornea, 738 and the RPE was nearest the pituitary. Embryologic origins and specialized functions likely 739 create these similarities and divisions, respectively. Cornea is derived from the same surface 740 ectoderm as skin and from neural crest cells, while retina and RPE are derived from the neural 741 tube epithelium from the ventral diencephalon, along with the hypothalamus and posterior 742 pituitary. Corneal epithelium is replenished by limbal stem cells that remain into adulthood, 743
which may explain the proximity of corneal and ESC clusters. This also may reflect that the 744 majority of our corneal dataset is derived from cultured corneal epithelium. That retina was 745 separated from other ocular and non-ocular tissues likely related to the exclusivity and high 746 expression burden of the visual transduction cycle in cone and rod photoreceptors. 747
The systems-level study of differential gene expression across cornea, retina, RPE, and 748 RPE-choroid tissue highlights core functions of these tissues. Cornea-specific genes specify the 749 structural aspect of the cornea with extracellular matrix organization and collagen metabolism 750 and catabolism. The corneal epithelium is replenished continuously with limbal stem cells, which 751 may be reflected in the enrichment of GO terms relating to development. The retinal tissues are 752 strongly defined by genes involved in visual processes. The RPE and RPE-choroid tissues are 753 also distinguished, with the former being more involved in visual processes and pigmentation 754 while the latter is involved with immune system processes. 755
The creation of the first human retina and RPE weighted gene correlation networks has 756 allowed us to identify dozens of modules with co-regulated genes. It is important to stress that 757 these networks were built only with gene expression information and were optimized using 758 network-specific metrics, such as how well the topological overlap matrix placed genes into 759 well-defined modules. Only afterwards did we evaluate the significance of connected genes and 760 modules to GO terms and known eye biology. 761
It is striking that the some of the most significant GO terms, by p-value and enrichment, 762
in the retina network are associated with a single 617-gene module underlying visual function. 763
This module represents the visual transduction pathway, which is relatively unique to the retina 764 and is associated with isolated and nonsyndromic retinal degenerative conditions. Single-cell 765
RNA-seq data demonstrated that the genes in this module are expressed more highly in the rods, 766 cones, and bipolar cells. 767
As the RPE has a high-energy role in transferring nutrients and clearing waste products 768
for the photoreceptors of the retina, it is not surprising that a plurality of the modules are 769 enriched for genes important in RNA translation, protein modification and production, 770 catabolism, and mitochondrial function. The enrichment of highly connected AMD associated 771 genes in the RPE network further emphasizes the value of this network. 772
Finally, the value of this extensive and carefully curated data-set is enhanced by the 773 creation of the eyeIntegration web app (http://eyeIntegration.nei.nih.gov; Supplementary  774 Materials, Figure S13 ). The site serves two roles, first as an interactive extension of this 775 manuscript and second as a platform for researchers to identify interesting genes in eye function 776 via searchable gene expression plots across many tissues, 55 pair-wise differential expression 777 tests, and two gene networks. We also make the source code and accompanying data-sets fully 778 and freely available for other researchers (see methods) and will periodically refresh the data. 779
The unravelling of eye biology and function has been furthered by genetic eye diseases, animal 780 models, and functional assays. We hope that this open data sharing and powerful web application 781 will provide a fourth way to decipher eye biology in health and disease. 782 783 784 785 prefiltering improves performance of count-based methods for analysis of differential transcript 933 usage. Three representative GO terms were selected for GO term enrichment done on the 1002 differentially expressed K means cluster sets 3, 8, 10, and 14 (see Supplementary Materials, 1003 Figure S1 ) which represent over-expressed genes in cornea, adult retina, adult RPE/choroid, and 1004 non-immortalized RPE, respectively 1005 1006
